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Abstract. We present a process management system for parallel pro-

grams such as those written using MPI. A primary goal of the system,
which we call MPD (for multipurpose daemon), is to be scalable. By this
we mean that startup of interactive parallel jobs comprising a thousand
processes is quick, that signals can be quickly delivered to processes, and
that stdin, stdout, and stderr are managed intuitively. Our primary
target is parallel machines made up of clusters of SMPs, but the system
is also useful in more tightly integrated environments. We describe how
MPD enables much faster startup and better runtime management of
MPICH jobs. We show how close control of stdio can support the easy
implementation of a number of convenient system utilities, even a parallel
debugger. MPD is implemented and freely distributed with MPICH.

1 Introduction
A parallel programming environment may be viewed as comprising three interacting components: a job scheduler, which decides what resources a parallel job
consisting of multiple processes will run on; a process manager, which starts and
terminates processes and provides them with a number of services; and a parallel
library such as MPI, which a parallel application calls upon for communications.
Since these components need to communicate with one another, they are often
integrated into a single system. An important research question is to what extent they can be separated from one another with well-de ned interfaces so that
they can be independently developed. A further research question is whether the
resulting system can be made scalable to jobs involving thousands of communicating processes. In this paper we focus on the process manager component.
We describe a design and an implementation we call MPD (for multipurpose
daemon) that provides both fast startup of parallel jobs and a exible run-time
environment that supports parallel libraries.
In Section 2 we summarize related work. In Section 3 we state our explicit
design goals, how these goals lead to implementation decisions, and interesting
features of the resulting system, including how it can be used to create a parallel debugger out of an existing single-process debugger. Section 4 summarizes
?
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preliminary experiments that make us optimistic about the usefulness of MPD
as a process manager for large-scale systems. We conclude with a summary of
progress to date and a description of our future plans.
The MPD system is in use and is available as open source as part of the
MPICH system, obtainable from http://www.mcs.anl.gov/mpi/mpich.

2 Related Work
All parallel computing environments that support execution of truly parallel
programs (those in which any two processes can communicate with one another)
have had to address at least some of the issues that we address with MPD.
Parallel programming systems, such as PVM [10], P4 [7], and implementations
of MPI such as MPICH [13] and LAM [6] all provide some mechanism for starting
and running parallel programs, often with a specialized daemon process.
Many systems are intended to manage a collection of computing resources
for both single-process and parallel jobs; see the survey by Baker, et. al. [3].
Typically, these use a daemon that manages individual processes, with emphasis
on jobs involving only a single process. Widely used systems include PBS [17],
LSF [18], DQS [8], and Loadleveler/POE [14]. The Condor system [15] is also
widely used and supports parallel programs that use PVM [19]. Other, more
specialized systems, such as MOSIX [4] and GLUnix [11], provide a form of
single-system image support for clusters.
Harness [5,16] shares with MPD the goal of supporting management of parallel jobs. Its primary research goal is to demonstrate the exibility of the \plugin" approach to application design, providing a wide range of services, whereas
the MPD system focuses more speci cally on the design and implementation of
services required for process management of parallel jobs, including high-speed
startup of large parallel jobs on clusters and scalable standard I/O management.
The book [9] provides a good overview of metacomputing systems and issues.

3 Design of MPD
In this section we describe our goals in constructing MPD and outline the system's architecture.

3.1 Goals
Several explicit goals have governed the design of the MPD system.

Simplicity The persistent (across jobs) part of the system should be simple
and robust. In the long run we expect this part to be runnable as root. If
its behavior isn't completely transparent, we will never be able to convince
system administrators to run the daemons as root.

Speed Startup of parallel jobs should be quick enough to provide an interactive

\feel," so that large but short jobs make sense. Large (in number of processes)
but short (in time) characterizes system utilities such as those described
in [12]. Our immediate target is to start 1000 processes in a few seconds,
while still providing a way for such processes to establish contact with one
another. Our long-term goal is to support management of 10,000 processes.
Robustness The persistent part of the system should be at least moderately
fault tolerant. An unexpected crash of one machine should not bring down
the whole system. There should be no single \master" process.
Scalability The complexity or size of any component should not depend on the
number of components.
Individual Process Environments It should be possible to start a parallel
job in which the executable les, environment variables, and command-line
arguments are di erent for each process. It should be possible to collect
return codes individually from processes.
Collective Identity of a Parallel Job It should be possible to treat a parallel job as a single entity that can be suspended, continued (signaled, in
general), or killed collectively as if it were a single process. The system
should manage stdin, stdout, and stderr in a useful and scalable way and
allow them to be redirected as if the parallel job were a single process. An
important component of a job's collective identity is its termination. All resources allocated for the job, such as les, System V IPC's, other processes,
etc., must be reliably freed, even if the job terminates abnormally.
It is explicitly not a goal of the MPD system to provide scheduling services,
which we believe to be a separate function from process management.

3.2 Deriving the Design from the Goals

The goals of simplicity and robustness lead us to adopt a multicomponent system. The daemon itself is persistent (may run for weeks or months at a time,
starting many jobs), typically one instance per host in a TCP-connected network. Manager processes will be started by the daemons to control the application processes (clients ) of a single parallel job and will provide most of the MPD
features. The goal of speed requires that the daemons be in contact with one
another prior to job startup, and the goals of scalability and \no master" suggest
that the daemons be connected in a ring.1 The services that the managers will
provide (see Section 3.3) suggest that they be in contact as well, and the fastest
way for them to form these connections is to inherit part of the ring connectivity
of the daemons. Separate managers for each user process support the individual
process environments. The goal of having a collective identity for a parallel job
leads us to treat the mpirun or mpiexec process as such a representative, and
use it to deliver signals and stdin to application processes and collect stdout
1

While a ring is not ultimately scalable, it is more so than the typical star used in
many process management systems, and our experiments have shown it feasible for
the 1000-daemon domain.

and stderr output from them. This suggests that the mpirun process connect
rst to the daemon ring in order to start the job, and then switch the connection
to the manager ring in order to control the job. The goal of speed suggests that
these latter connections be restricted to a process running on the same host,
either the daemon itself or a persistent gateway process if the daemon is run as
root, so that authentication can be through the le system (a Unix rather than
a network socket). We refer to all such processes as console commands. Finally,
in order that this infrastructure be available to support MPI programs or other
parallel tools, there needs to be client library that each application process may
use to interact with its manager.
We do not specify how the daemons are started or connected, since the system
provides a number of alternatives, and the process need not be particularly fast.
A console command is started by the user, either interactively or under the
control of a batch scheduler. The daemons fork and exec the managers, which
use information given them by the daemons to connect themselves into a ring,
then fork and exec the clients. The startup messages traverse the ring quickly,
so most forking, execing, and connecting take place in parallel, leading to fast
startup even for large jobs. The situation is then as shown in Figure 1, where the
daemons

managers
console
clients

Fig. 1. Daemons with console process, managers, and clients
clients may be application MPI processes. Solid lines represent sockets, except for
the vertical ones, which represent pipes. The dashed lines represent the trees of
connections for forwarding stdout and stderr, and the dotted lines represent
potential connections among the client processes. The dot-dashed line is the
original connection from console to local daemon on a Unix socket, which is
replaced during startup by the network connection to the rst manager.

3.3 Interesting Features

Space restrictions prevent a complete description of all the features and capabilities of the MPD system, but in this section we mention a few highlights.
Security Whenever a process advertises a \listener" socket and accepts connections on it, the possibility exists that an unknown or even malicious process

will connect. This is particularly dangerous if the process accepting the connection can start processes as the MPD daemon can. We currently use the
\challenge-response" system described in [20]. In the long run, we expect to
modify this component of the system to use more elaborate schemes and extend them to other connections such as client/gateway authentication. This
will have little impact on the job startup speed since the daemon component
startup is separate from job startup.
Fault Tolerance If a daemon dies, this fact is detected and the ring is reknit.
This provides a minimal sort of fault tolerance, since the ring remains intact.
A new MPD daemon can be inserted in the ring where the old one was, but
this process is not (yet) automatic.
Signals Signals can be delivered to client processes by their managers. We currently use this capability in two speci c ways. First, signals delivered to a
console process are propagated to the clients, so that a parallel application as
a whole can be suspended with cntl-Z, continued, and killed with cntl-C,
just as if it were a single process. Second, in the ch p4mpd device in the
MPICH implementation of MPI, client processes can interrupt one another
with requests to dynamically establish client-to-client connections. Such requests go up into the manager ring from the originating client, around the
ring to the manager of the target process, which signals its client.
Support for MPI Implementations Currently MPD provides direct support
for the MPICH implementation of MPI. The ch p4mpd device distributed
with Version 1.2 of MPICH makes direct calls to the client library component of the MPD system to nd out a process's rank, where other processes
are and how to contact them, and so forth. In our next major release of
MPICH, the support will be indirect, through a general parallel-library-toprocess-manager interface we will describe elsewhere.
On clusters of SMPs, it is easy to specify that multiple processes are to
be started on the same machine and share memory. Speci cally, mpirun -np
180 -g 2 cpi starts processes in groups of two and places in their environment a key that can be used to acquire group-attached shared memory and
other information needed to set up multimethod communication for an MPI
implementation. Other communication mechanisms (such as VIA) will be
supported over time.
Handling Standard I/O Mangers capture the stdout and stderr of their
clients, and forward them up a pair of binary trees of socket connections,
each manager merging stdout and stderr from its client with that from each
of its two children. A command line option tells the managers to provide a
rank label on each line of output from their clients.
Standard input (to mpirun, for example) by default is delivered to the
client managed by manager 0. This seems to be what most MPI users expect, and what most MPI implementations do. (The MPI standard does not
specify.) However, control messages can be used to change this behavior to
direct stdin to any speci c client or broadcast it to all clients.
Client Wrapping The semantics of the Unix fork and exec system calls provide useful bene ts. When a manager forks a client process, for example, it

rst sets up the manager-client pipes for control messages and standard I/O.
The \lower" ends of these pipes are inherited by any process that the client
forks. Thus, even though the client is not using any of the client library, managers can manage clients that themselves run the \real" application process.
We call this scheme client wrapping. Thus mpirun -np 16 nice -5 myprog
lowers the priority of a parallel job to be run on one's colleagues' workstations, and mpirun -np 16 pty myprog can be used when myprog needs to
be attached to a terminal (otherwise our capture of stdin and stdout modies their bu ering behavior). (The program pty is distributed with the MPD
system.)
Putting It All Together The combination of I/O management,especially redirection of stdin, line labels on stdout, and client wrapping can be surprisingly powerful. We have used these features of the MPD system to add an
option to mpirun that invokes gdb as a client wrapper and dynamically redirects stdin. While mpirun -np 3 cpi runs cpi directly as an MPI job,
mpirun -np 3 -d cpi runs each cpi process under the control of (wrapped
by) the gdb debugger. (Other sequential debuggers could be used, but are
not yet supported.) Thus multiple instances of gdb are being run. Output of
the gdb's is labeled by process rank. The \(gdb)" prompts are intercepted
by the mpirun process and counted, so that it can issue an \(mpigdb)"
prompt when one has been received from each process. In addition, mpirun
-d uses the \z" command (one of the few single letters not already claimed
by gdb) to redirect stdin to a speci c gdb instance or to all processes. Thus
processes can be stepped and breakpoints can be set either collectively or
individually, and collectively printing a variable will provide all values with
rank labels. An example terminal session showing how this works can be
seen at http://www.mcs.anl.gov/mpi/mpich/mpd/mpigdb.script.

4 Experiments
Most development of MPD has been on workstation networks where startup of
32-process jobs on ve workstations is virtually instantaneous, compared with
the approximately 1.5 seconds per process required by the ch p4 version of
MPICH. An early test of the feasibility of using the ring topology showed that
a message could make 1024 hops around the ring in less than .4 seconds, which
gave us con dence that the ring would not impose scalability limits, at least in
the near term. Recently we began experiments on Chiba City, a testbed for parallel computer science research [1]. We performed one set of tests on 211 nodes
connected by Fast Ethernet. We were interested only in process startup time,
and so tested execution of trivial parallel jobs. Typical experiments included
time mpirun -np 211 hostname
time mpirun -np 422 -g 2 hostname

We found that starting 211 processes (one on each node) and collecting the
stdout output of hostname took about 2 seconds to execute. Starting twice as

many processes (one for each CPU) took about 3.5 seconds, including setting up
the relatively complex stdout tree and collecting the output. Sending a message
around the ring of 211 MPD daemons took only .13 seconds. More experiments
are ongoing, and we will soon be able to report on MPI jobs on Chiba City.

5 Future Development
The existing MPD system, consisting of daemons, managers, console commands,
and client library, meets our goals of simplicity, robustness, and scalability. It is
used for fast startup of MPI jobs and others on systems with hundreds of machines. The exibility of its stdio control mechanism has provided unexpected
bene ts, such a \poor man's" parallel debugger. It meets our goals for the collective identity of a parallel job. It does not yet meet all of our goals with respect
to individual process environments, although that is coming very soon.
In the near term, we expect to use the system to implement the dynamic
process creation part of MPI-2 in MPICH. The design presented here, with a
simple daemon and a separate manager process providing most of the features
needed by user jobs, allows the daemons to be run as root while the managers are
run as user processes. We expect to begin running the daemon as root on some
large-scale multi-user systems, in order to provide a persistent job management
system. This will require increased attention to security issues as well as a precise
de nition of how MPD will interoperate with a full-featured scheduling system
such as the Maui scheduler [2]. We believe that the MPD daemons can also begin
to provide more services, such as run-time performance monitoring.
In the long run, as machines grow from hundreds to thousands of nodes, our
rings of daemons and managers may have to grow into a more sophisticated
structure, such as rings of rings, in order to continue to provide fast startup. We
anticipate that this can be done without substantially changing the MPD design
presented here. We will also need a more sophisticated output merger in order
to provide scalable stdout, for example for large-scale parallel debugging.
In summary, we are nding the MPD system already a useful contribution to
one's parallel programming environment and expect its applicability to expand
in the near future. We also view its design as a valuable starting point for future
research into large-scale parallel job execution environments.
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